Abstract-In this paper, combline substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) filters using electric and magnetic couplings are thoroughly studied. Thus, a negative coupling scheme consisting on an open-ended coplanar probe is proposed and analyzed in detail. Several in-line 3-pole filters at C-band are designed, manufactured and measured showing how the presented approach can be used for implementing direct couplings while enabling an important size reduction and improved spurious-free band compared to conventional magnetic irises. A fully-packaged quasi-elliptic 4-pole filter is also designed at 5.75 GHz showing how the negative coupling structure can be used for introducing transmission zeros by means of cross-couplings between non-adjacent resonators. Finally, average and peak power handling capabilities of these filters have been also analyzed from a multiphysics point of view. Measured results validate the theoretical predictions confirming that combline SIW filters can handle significant levels of continuous and peak power, providing at the same time easy integration, compact size and advanced filtering responses.
ever, other potential features that, combined with the former advantages, could be of huge interest in a wide range of wireless and mobile applications are a lively subject of research, like compactness, advanced filtering responses, and recently power handling capabilities.
The realization of compact SIW filters has been approached from different perspectives. Several authors have proposed more compact alternatives to conventional SIW cavities by bisecting the resonator at quasi-perfect magnetic walls. Among the most relevant techniques that can be identified in the literature, there are folded [2] , half-mode [3] and quarter-mode [4] SIW bandpass filters. Other approaches have focused on loading the SIW resonator with complementary split-ring resonators [5] , dielectric rods [6] and more recently combline SIW filters, which were proposed as a translation of the well-known 3D coaxial resonator concept to a substrate integrated scheme [7] . Even with some trade-offs in terms of Q-factor or manufacturing complexity, most of the former approaches can obtain significant size reduction, but keeping fabrication and integration easiness (i.e., preferably single-layer batch-fabrication processes with solid bottom ground planes) that are usually of major importance from a practical point of view.
At the same time, filtering functions including transmission zeros (TZs) at finite or imaginary frequencies are of great interest in many applications, enabling to achieve higher selectivity with a reduced footprint. In this sense, the use of crosscouplings between resonators is a well-known and extended technique for the introduction of TZs, based on the generation of multiple paths between the filter input and output, and therefore allowing for signal cancellation [8] , [9] . Even if positive and negative couplings are generally required, magnetic coupling using irises between adjacent resonators has been the preeminent scheme, and the use of all inductive couplings has been already demonstrated for implementing linear-phase [10] and trisection [11] band-pass SIW filters. On the other hand, electric coupling mechanisms in SIW structures have been investigated by several authors. In [12] and [13] , a negative coupling structure between SIW cavity resonators is proposed using a balanced microstrip line with a pair of plated via holes. However, in both structures, slots need to be etched at the top and bottom layers of the substrate, limiting the integration and packaging possibilities of the devices. In [14] , a controllable mixed coupling is created using an embedded short-ended stripline com-bined with a wall iris at the expense of a multi-layer fabrication process that increases the complexity of the structure. On the other hand, grounded coplanar lines [15] , microstrip lines [16] and oversized cavities [17] have been proposed as single-layer solutions, although some of the former structures are limited in terms of flexibility (i.e., coupling level or resonator positioning) or they require a larger area. Following this approach, the authors have recently proposed a solution for obtaining electric coupling in combline SIW resonators using a single-layer open-ended coplanar probe [18] .
Lastly, even if higher power capacity is usually accepted as an advantage of SIW structures, power handling capabilities of SIW filters has not been broadly studied yet from a multiphysics perspective considering electrical, thermal and mechanical effects at the same time.
In this work, the electric coupling structure proposed in [18] is studied in detail both for implementing direct and cross-couplings in combline SIW filters. As it is shown in the paper, this electric coupling scheme can be used to allow a further reduction of the filter size and increased bandwidth compared to conventional magnetic irises. Moreover, a fully packaged quasi-elliptic filter is designed, manufactured and measured. Finally, average and peak power handling capabilities of the device are theoretically studied and experimentally validated. The obtained results show that combline SIW filters can be a self-packaged, compact solution capable of incorporating both positive and negative couplings while keeping low-cost and batch-fabrication processes. The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the negative coupling structure is presented and investigated. Section III provides the design, manufacturing and measurement of in-line three-pole combline SIW filters using the proposed negative coupling scheme. A comparison between magnetic and electric inter-resonator coupling is carried out, showing how the latter can be used to obtain more compact implementations while keeping the filter bandwidth. In Section IV, a fully packaged quasi-elliptic filter using a negative cross-coupling between non-adjacent resonators is presented, while the power handling capabilities of the filter are studied in Section V using a multiphysics approach to obtain the average and peak power capacities of the device. Finally, Section V presents the main conclusions.
II. NEGATIVE COUPLING STRUCTURE

A. Coaxial SIW Resonator
The building block resonator to be considered for the design of the in-line and quasi-elliptic bandpass filters is a combline resonator implemented in SIW technology [7] . The inductive section is obtained by a metallic post, implemented by a metallized via-hole, connected to ground at one of its ends. At the other side, a metallic disk having a radius much higher than the post diameter is connected. Between this disk (which can have a square or a circular shape) and the top ground plane a small air gap is inserted, so generating a high capacitance towards ground (termed loading capacitance ), which represents the capacitive section of the coaxial resonator. Fig. 1 shows the layout of a coaxial SIW resonator, including its main design parameters. Such resonator can be modelled as a TEM-mode combline resonator embedded into the dielectric substrate. The TEM-mode resonant frequency is given by the condition , where the susceptance of the coaxial SIW resonator can be expressed as (1) where is the propagation constant of the TEM-mode and the thickness of the substrate. Then, the characteristic impedance of the coaxial resonator, and the ratio between the outer cavity side and the via diameter are obtained from [7] (2)
where is the resonator electrical length at the design frequency , that in our case is . The synthesis procedure starts by choosing the resonator slope parameter at the center angular frequency of the filter. The susceptance slope parameter for resonators having zero susceptance at is defined by [19] (4)
The slope parameter has to be conveniently chosen as a trade-off between quality factor , compactness and physical feasibility of synthesized values of and . In order to increase component compactness, it is very important to set the inner via hole diameter to the minimum diameter allowed for the fabrication technology, as well as to keep as small as possible. This allows us to reduce radiation from apertures, thus helping to preserve a reasonable value for the resonator -factor.
B. Negative Inter-Resonator Coupling
The proposed solution to realize an electrical coupling between coaxial SIW resonators is based on a capacitive probe implemented by a high impedance coplanar line (CPW). The two ends of such a line penetrates into the head of the resonator capacitive patches, i.e., in the region with the highest intensity of electric field. A gap between the capacitive circular patch of the resonators and the probe is ensured. Part of the field is then collected by the probe and transferred to the adjacent resonator, so realizing an electric coupling.
In absence of the probe described above, the main source of coupling would be due to the magnetic field inside the SIW cavities. For the considered structure, the sign of the magnetic coupling is opposite to the electrical one. Therefore in order to boost the effect of the probe and get higher values of coupling, the magnetic coupling must be minimized. Such condition can be achieved with a wall of via holes placed across the resonators, which strongly confine the magnetic field coupling. The probe can still be realized if the width of the CPW line is sufficiently smaller than the gap between the central via-holes realizing the wall, as shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 3 shows the total coupling vs.
(obtained from the contribution of both electric and magnetic couplings), where is a generic -th resonator. Such trace was derived with a constant value for the insertion (i.e., mm) of the probe inside the head of the resonator. For increasing values of , the wall becomes more similar to a coupling iris with reference to classical waveguide structures. The curve shows that as the iris opens up, the total coupling starts to decrease until a certain point after which it starts to rise again.
This effect can be explained by considering that when is minimum, the iris is completely closed and we are in the condition of minimum magnetic coupling between the two resonators. Therefore, the major contribution to the coupling is given by the probe (i.e., electric coupling). When starts to increase, the magnetic coupling between the two resonators is not negligible anymore and it starts to counteract the effect of the elec- Fig. 3 . Coupling coefficient variation versus iris width for mm, mm and mm. As the iris width increases, the total coupling decreases until it changes from electric to magnetic coupling and then increases again. In this figure, mm. trical coupling, until they reach the same magnitude and the total coupling collapses to zero . From this point on, if is increased the magnetic coupling starts to prevail, and the effect of the electric probe is not visible anymore. This analysis demonstrates that, in order to obtain electrical coupling between the two resonators, it is not sufficient to implement the probe described above, but it is also necessary to minimize the magnetic coupling by means of a post-wall iris. The insertion of the probe inside the head of the resonators is the main parameter to control the magnitude of the coupling . The behaviour of vs. for the structure of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 4 , which considers two resonators implemented on a substrate with and thickness mm. As expected, becomes stronger as the insertion within the head of the resonator is increased.
Clearly, also depends on and . The behaviour of vs. and is also reported in Fig. 4 . Nevertheless, the contribution of these parameters has a lower impact on the coupling magnitude. Thus, we can settle these values, and controlling the coupling by means of .
A main advantage of the proposed electric coupling is to allow increasing direct inter-resonator coupling, especially for strongly loaded coaxial SIW resonators. As a way of comparison, the coupling strength capabilities of the magnetic and electric coupling schemes (Figs. 5 and 6 ) are compared. First, in As it is shown, by increasing the slope parameter of such structures, the magnetic coupling is strongly reduced between coaxial SIW resonators. That variation of , from 0.029 to 0.034, corresponds to diminish the SIW cavity side from 15 mm to 11.6 mm while of the capacitive disks increases from 0.825 pF to 0.95 pF. Both coaxial SIW resonators resonate in all cases at the same frequency, that is 5.5 GHz. Now, by applying the proposed electric coupling for the same pair of coaxial resonators, it is possible to see how higher coupling values are easily implementable in more compact structures. Fig. 6 depicts the inter-resonator coupling values that can be obtained using the proposed electric CPW probe, and below the scheme of that solution is shown with its main design parameters.
It is worth mentioning that the insertion of the coupling probes modifies the value of of the capacitive patches, thus their sizes have to be slightly modified to meet specifications in terms of frequency. The proposed coupling scheme presents different advantages: single layer implementation, accurate control of the coupling level and it is well suited for tunable cross coupling using tuning elements, which can be easily mounted on the top metal layer.
III. THREE-POLE IN-LINE SIW FILTER WITH ELECTRIC COUPLING
As it has been demonstrated in the previous Section II, the proposed electric coupling is an efficient approach for ensuring higher couplings between coaxial SIW resonators, and this is especially true when the resonator compactness has to be increased. The CPW probe used to obtain an electric coupling between coaxial SIW resonators can generate high values of coupling if the insertion of the probe inside the capacitive disks is opportunely chosen, independently of the SIW cavity size.
Indeed, if the building block resonator is designed with a higher slope parameter , the SIW cavity dimensions can be strongly reduced to compensate for the needed higher capacitive contribution of while maintaining the same resonant frequency, as deduced from (1)- (4). This circuit area reduction also leads to shift up the first spurious mode of the SIW cavity, widening the stopband bandwidth, so that, an improvement in terms of size and filter response can be really achieved.
In order to validate the aforementioned statements three third-order coaxial SIW filters having center frequency 5.5 GHz, passband bandwidth of 250 MHZ (that corresponds to 4.6%) and return losses better than 15 dB have been designed. The main difference between those filters shown in Fig. 7 is the coupling configuration used to couple resonators: filter in Fig. 7 (a) presents magnetic couplings based on post-wall iris, meanwhile filters in (b) and (c) are based on the proposed electric coupling. In particular, the filter shown in Fig. 7 (c) is designed to present a higher resonator slope parameter (which leads to a small size cavity) in order to demonstrate the improved design characteristics added by using the electric coupling. It should be noted that this size reduction is incompatible with the use of the magnetic coupling scheme, since a smaller cavity leads to lower coupling values limiting the maximum achievable passband bandwidth. In this context, the electric coupling provides a higher design flexibility in order to fulfil requirements in terms of bandwidth, size and rejection band. Fig. 8 shows the coupling schemes of such three-pole coaxial SIW filters with magnetic and electric couplings.
The chosen dielectric substrate in these designs is now the 1.524 mm-thick Rogers R4003 with permittivity . So, the resonator electrical length corresponds to 18.9 , i.e., 0.05 , where is the guided wavelength at 5.5 GHz. In the first two filters, the coaxial SIW resonators have been designed to present S that gives a loading capacitance of fF while . By using both values and choosing a diameter of mm for the inner via hole, the SIW resonator cavity size is mm (i.e., and ) whilst the square patch side is 4.2 mm with an air gap of 0.24 mm between the patch and the ground plane. The final structure of those coaxial SIW filters in Figs. 7(a) and (b) have a footprint of 15 45 mm , i.e., and . When the coaxial SIW resonator has S, and become now 950 fF and 89.4 , respectively. The resonator cavity size consequently diminishes down to mm , i.e., and , having a square disk side of 4.8 mm and an air gap of 0.24 mm. Finally, the compact electric coupling based filter shows a footprint of 11.6 34.8 mm , i.e., and . The value of inter-resonator coupling for all filters are while the external coupling coefficient is , as it is shown in Fig. 8 . Fig. 9 shows the simulation results of the three aforementioned filters. As it can be seen, the filter frequency responses above the passband show a higher order spurious band, which is due to the excitation of the mode of the SIW cavity. The best stopband performance is obtained by the filter of Fig. 7(c) , as expected, with a wide stopband of up to 8.5 GHz with more than 25 dB of rejection. In particular, this filter presents the same level of insertion losses ( dB at 5.5 GHz for all filters) with a 40% of total size reduction compared to the other two coaxial SIW filters of Figs. 7(a)-(b) and a 70% of area reduction with respect to a standard -mode SIW filter centered at 5.5 GHz. It should be noted that this passband bandwidth along with such a compact circuit area could not be implemented by using the magnetic coupling based on post-wall iris. The reason is that, as shown in Fig. 5 , the maximum coupling values between two coaxial SIW resonators with slope parameters S coupled by a magnetic coupling scheme results less than 0.03, which is below the values needed for the third-order filter considered (see Fig. 8 ). Table I gives the relation between unloaded quality factor and miniaturization degree of a coaxial SIW resonator implemented in 1.524 mm-thick Rogers R4003, when its slope parameter is increased. Those values have been compared to the area and of a standard SIW cavity resonator centered at 5.5 GHz. As Table I shows, the coaxial SIW topology allows high miniaturization of SIW structures with moderate degradation of . A photograph of the filter prototypes of Fig. 7 (b) and (c) is shown in Fig. 10 , while the simulated and measured responses of these filters are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 , respectively. Measurements for both designs have validated the proposed concept, showing good insertion losses (i.e., 1.57 dB and 1.97 dB at , respectively), and return losses better than 11 dB for both filters.
The measured response of filter prototype of Fig. 7(b) undergoes a frequency shift of 1.2% towards lower frequency, from Fig. 7(b) ). Fig. 7(c) ).
5.5 GHz to 5.43 GHz (see Fig. 11 ). For the compact three-pole filter of Fig. 7(c) , the measured response has been shifted up to 5.9 GHz, as it can be observed in Fig. 12 . These frequency deviations have been caused by an increase of the square patch air gap during fabrication process. The simulation results have taken into account such a variation in the air gap. Among others, the advantage of using such coupling scheme is that tuning devices can be opportunely used to create a reconfigurable filter response, which is not possible for an iris-based magnetic coupling.
IV. FOUR-POLE CROSS-COUPLED SIW FILTER
A. Filter Design
In order to further demonstrate the proposed coupling solution, its application on a 4-pole narrow-band filter with a quasielliptic frequency response is now considered. The coupling scheme of the filter is given in Fig. 13 . The coupling between resonators 1 and 4, termed , has opposite sign compared to all the inter-resonator couplings. This configuration is particularly interesting because it improves the selectivity generating TZs located both above and below the filter passband. The filter center frequency is chosen to be 5.75 GHz with an equi-ripple fractional bandwidth FBW of 2% (114 MHZ), which results in a simulated 1-dB bandwidth of 94 MHZ % . The TZs are set at 5.63 and 5.87 GHz, respectively, corresponding to the center frequencies of adjacent filters in a multiplexer application with contiguous channels.
In this design, the slope parameter of the combline SIW resonator is chosen to be S, while the substrate presents and thickness mm. As it was previously mentioned, the resonator electrical length corresponding to substrate thickness is 46.5 , i.e.,
, where is the guided wavelength at 5.75 GHz. This gives a loading capacitance of fF while the characteristic coaxial impedance is . By taking both previous values and choosing a diameter of mm for the metallic via hole implementing the coaxial topology, the resonator structure can be optimized with EM full-wave simulations, by adjusting the size of the loading capacitive disk and the gap that separates it from the top metal layer. The resonators size is mm (i.e., ) whilst the capacitive disk radius is 0.915 mm with an air gap of 0.15 mm between the disk and the ground plane. The final structure of the filter presents a very compact footprint of 21.2 21.2 mm , which corresponds to 63% of area reduction compared to a quasi-elliptic four-pole filter based on -mode SIW resonators and implemented in the same dielectric substrate.
The input-output coupling is realized by means of coplanar waveguide-to-SIW transition with 90 bend slots, which are etched from the metal on top of the first (last) cavity, see Fig. 14 Table II . From simulations, the minimum insertion loss is 2.2 dB and the two TZs are located at 5.63 and 5.87 GHz providing 35 dB and 27 dB of minimum rejection, respectively.
B. Vertical Transition
In Fig. 14 , below the SIW filter substrate, it can be seen a host board with two isolated coplanar lines which were implemented on a 1.524 mm-thick Rogers R4003. In fact, the considered four-pole filter has been designed for allowing surface mounting device (SMD) assembly considering a PCB fabrication process. In order to enable SMD packaging of the filter, connection must be provided to the filter input and output. This kind of self-packaged solution for coaxial SIW filters, which provides access to the input/output ports through castellated plated via holes, was originally proposed in [20] showing promising results. This solution offers potential advantages in terms of design flexibility, low loss and enabling the SMD integration of the device.
The proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 15 , where a scheme of the vertical transition structure is shown. The bottom layer will interface between the carrier board and the packaged filter through a vertical pseudo-CPW structure. Since the CPW structure has both signal and ground on the same plane, the connection of the device to the host board is simple. In fact, the device can be easily placed and soldered onto the carrier substrate. The diameter and spacing of the transition half-a-hole vias are the most important design parameters for controlling the EM performance [20] .
C. Experimental Results
The designed filter has been fabricated on a 3.175 mm-thick Rogers TMM4 substrate using a standard single-side PCB process. The diameter and center-to-center pitch of the external via holes are 0.6 mm and 1.1 mm, respectively. A photograph of the filter prototype is shown in Fig. 16 while Fig. 17 shows the frequency responses of the cross-coupled SIW filter. It is worth mentioning that simulated and measured -parameters include the vertical transition for connecting input/output ports. The measured 1-dB bandwidth is 102.5 MHZ that corresponds to 1.8%, while the band- Fig. 15 . Side views of the vertical CPW-CPW transition that allows SMD assembly of the packaged filter on a carrier substrate. Fig. 16 . Photography of the filter prototype assembled on its substrate carrier. width at dB corresponds to 200 MHZ. The S-parameters of the fabricated filter prototype were measured with an Agilent E8364B PNA series network analyzer, and a TRL calibration was performed using a home-made CPW cal-kit.
The frequency shift of 70 MHZ % between simulations and results is due to the fabrication tolerances which, however, can be corrected in the filter design process. The minimum IL has increased up to 3.6 dB due to fabrication issues of the vertical transitions, resulting in an estimated Q-factor of 225, being 320 the simulated resonator . The measured return losses are better than 25 dB. The upper stop-band is in very good agreement with simulations up to 12 GHz, being the attenuation always better than 30 dB, as shown in Fig. 17 . Table III shows the comparison between this work and other cross-coupled SIW filters shown in the references, where it can be observed the high compactness degree obtained with the proposed solution.
V. MULTIPHYSICS STUDY FOR THE POWER HANDLING CAPABILITY EVALUATION OF SIW COMBLINE FILTERS
In this section the power handling capability (PHC) of the SIW combline resonator is studied in detail. Two different kind of studies are addressed: a) Average Power Handling Capability (APHC), where it is assumed that a CW signal is applied to the circuit and the electro-thermo-mechanical coupling is analyzed in order to determine the maximum temperature and thermal stress of the circuit as a function of the input signal power. And b) Peak Power Handling Capability (PPHC), in such a case pulsed signals are applied to the circuit and the corona discharges are examined as a function of the input signal power and pressure. As an example of analysis, the PHC study is focused on the quasi-elliptic filter presented in Section IV.
A. Average Power Handling Capability
For moderated CW signal powers (1-5 W) high temperatures can be achieved in planar circuits due to self-heating, which limits the APHC [22] [23] [24] . Planar circuits present three loss mechanisms: conductive, dielectric and radiation losses. They are linearly proportional to the input power, but only the two former loss mechanisms produce heat in the circuit, so that they can be defined as the internal heat sources of the structure. In particular, dielectric loss is treated as a volumetric heat source whereas conductive loss as a surface heat source. In pure planar technologies as microstrip, the gradient of temperature due to self-heating is computed by determining the conductor and dielectric losses, then, the heat flow distribution in the microstrip cross section is derived to finally obtain the temperature rise that defines the maximum working input power [22] , [23] , [25] . In SIW technology, due to its large aspect ratio , and the fact that conductive losses are equal both in top and bottom planes, the whole heat source can be assumed to be homogeneous in a differential region , consequently providing a homogeneous temperature in this volumetric region. This assumption is also favoured by the use of via holes conforming the SIW, which propagate the heat between the top and bottom layers. From the Newton's Law of cooling, the generated heat is equal to the total heat delivered to the environment by means of convection and/or thermal radiation. Thus, this energy balance can be written as (5) where (6) being the loss factor of the structure and the input signal power.
is any external heat source (such as solar radiation), is the temperature in the surroundings, and are the surface layers exposed to convection and radiation boundary conditions, respectively, and and are the convection and radiation coefficients. The values and depend on the external conditions of each layer, i.e., if there is a heat sink attached, natural or forced convection, emissivity, etc. From (5), the maximum temperature can be computed for a given and if the environment conditions ( and ) are known. An expected conclusion from this equation is that, if is kept, the bigger the surface , the lower the is, and therefore, the higher the APHC.
For the SIW combline resonators, the electric-magnetic field distribution which defines the heat source pattern is different to that presented by standard SIW rectangular cavities, as seen in Fig. 18 . However, the large aspect ratio as well as the use of the outer via holes and the inner conductor, make the temperature in the SIW combline cavity nearly homogeneous, and therefore, (5) can be used as a first order approximation.
For the APHC analysis of the filter, firstly, the power loss per resonator is computed from the equivalent lumped element circuit whose behaviour is modeled by the coupling matrix shown in Fig. 13 .
GHz and % are used for such a computation. As seen from Fig. 19 , the total highest power loss is found at the inband corners, at 5.68 and 5.82 GHz, with . In particular, resonator #2 presents the highest level of losses, so that it is expected that this resonator limits the APHC. Equation (5) can be used in order to calculate the average temperature in the whole circuit. For W at 5.82 GHz, assuming natural convection with W/m C and C, with a whole circuit area of mm and neglecting thermal radiation, the average temperature in the circuit is found to be 176 C. ANSYS Multiphysics is used in order to accurately obtain the thermal profile for such an example. Fig. 20 shows its thermal profile where the hottest spot is found in resonator #2, as predicted, with a value of 205 C. The simulated average temperature in the circuit is very close to the computed value according to (5) .
The APHC is limited by that which creates such a thermal gradient leading to exceed the glass transition temperature of the substrate or, that which generates a thermal stress able to destroy (or deform) the circuit. The minimum of those values limits the APHC. For the electro-thermo-mechanical coupling needed to evaluate the thermal stress, ANSYS Multiphysics is used again. Table IV summarizes the thermo-mechanical parameters required for the study. It should be remarked that the thermal conductivity in the substrate both in SIW and SIW coaxial cavities is not a critical parameter for the reduction of the gradient of temperature as it is in microstrip technology. The yield strength point gives the maximum stress that a material can afford before permanent deformation. It defines the transition between the linear mechanical behaviour (elastic behaviour) of the material and the non-linear one. Fig. 21 shows the maximum equivalent stress (Von-Mises) as a function of at the frequency where losses are the highest (5.82 GHz) and for two different load cases (bottom of the circuit is fixed or unfixed). Obviously, when the bottom is fixed the stress produced is higher and the elastic limit is reached for lower power levels. The maximum stress happens in the metal, both in layers and the via holes, whereas the stress provoked in the substrate is much lower. From these figures, it can be concluded that W in order to keep the circuit in safety ranges of applied power. It should be noted that for this circuit, due to the high value of , APHC is limited by thermal stress. With respect to the deformation produced in the circuit while the CW signal is applied, in the case of the bottom is fixed, deformation is insignificant (maximum deformation m for W). In the case when the bottom is unfixed, although the maximum deformation is still low, it can produce a small frequency shift in the transfer function for high (maximum deformation m for W).
B. Peak Power Handling Capability
The SIW combline resonator presents an important density of electric field through the air, between the loading capacitive disk and the top layer ground. Thus, this resonator can be susceptible to present corona discharges for high power applied signals. The situation is different for standard SIW technology, since the electric field is mainly distributed through the dielectric and the critical areas for air ionization are the slot edges of the coplanar line feeding the SIW cavities [1] .
In order to evaluate any possible corona discharge, the maximum voltage (and consequently, the expected maximum electric field) of the SIW combline filter should be found as a function of the input signal power. From the equivalent lumped element circuit, the voltage and current in each resonator of the filter can be computed as (7) (8) where is the generator voltage, the normalized external quality factor, is the reference impedance and is the normalized impedance/admittance matrix defining the filter network [19] . Once the equivalent voltages/currents are known, the stored energy can be found as (9) where is the available power at the input port and BW is the absolute bandwidth of the filter in rad/s. At resonance, the stored energy by every resonator of the equivalent lumped element network should be the same as that associated to the distributed resonators [26] , [27] . Fig. 22 shows the scheme of a combline resonator where the voltage and current standing waves are also plotted at resonance. From the standing waves the stored energy by the distributed resonator can be calculated as [28] , [29] by integrating the standing waves (in form of sinusoidal functions) along the resonator. Thus, by making the peak voltage in the SIW combline resonator can be found at the capacitive patch as (10) where (11) It should be noted that for the case is small, the SIW combline resonator behaves as a lumped element resonator, and therefore, the values found with (10) are the same as those obtained with (7) .
The air ionization is a phenomenon linked to the electric field strength rather than to the voltage [27] , [30] . So, the electric field strength must be estimated in the capacitive patch of the resonators forming the filter. Although the electric field distribution along the air gap is not evident, as a fast approximation the maximum electric field in each resonator can be computed as (12) where is the annular gap of the resonator . For high pressure regime (pressures mbar), the air ionization breakdown threshold (peak value) can be determined by following the rule [31] ( 13) where is the pressure in torr and is the operation frequency in GHz. At this point, from (12) and (13) the PPHC can be analytically computed in filters based on combline resonators for high pressure regime. For low pressure regime, the continuity equation describing the electron density evolution must be solved. This arduous task must be done numerically, in this work the software tool AURORASAT™ SPARK3D® is employed. This tool uses the real electromagnetic field distribution of the device under test in order to solve the continuity equation, and provides the power breakdown threshold of the device from some input parameters such as pressure, kind of gas (air or nitrogen) or temperature. As a validation example, the PPHC is computed for the quasi-elliptic filter by using the equations derived in the previous lines and by using SPARK3D. The input parameters are GHz (where the voltage is maximum, which happens at the capacitive patch of resonator #2; this frequency coincides with the frequency of maximum losses) and mbar. From the derived equations, PPHC is analytically calculated as 7.3 W whereas from SPARK3D is 11.2 W. If the maximum electric field strength of the structure is simply taken from an electromagnetic tool (such as HFSS or CST; note that a normalization could be needed depending on the software used), and by applying the rule (13), the obtained PPHC is 0.9 W, which is a value considerably lower than those previously obtained. From these results, it can be concluded that taking the maximum electric field from the EM simulation results, which is indeed a strategy commonly used for waveguides or coaxial resonators, gives a very conservative limit for PPHC in SIW combline resonators. This is due to the fact that the maximum electric field values are very concentrated around the capacitive patch edges, in a region involving just some microns, which is not enough to alter the electron density. Additionally, some field singularities could appear in the resolution of the field around such corner edges. Another conclusion is that the approximation made in (12) gives a reasonable value of electric field strength in order to determine the PPHC. Fig. 23 shows the Paschen curves of the filter for each resonator, obtained from SPARK3D at the frequency where losses and voltage magnification are maximum. Resonator #2 is limiting the PPHC, as expected. The critical pressure is around 5-10 mbar, where PPHC is just 0.6 W. So, it is presumed that in a low pressure regime corona limits PHC rather than the thermo-mechanical effects. An interesting effect has been also detected in this filtering structure: due to the sharp shape of the first (and fourth) resonator corners (see Fig. 24 ), it is found that there is a high concentration of electric field density around those corners, providing higher values of electric field strength than those of resonator #2. Thus, resonator #1 may limit the PPHC of the filter even though the voltage in this resonator is lower than that in resonator #2 at the frequency of analysis. However, after fabrication, those corners are rounded, as seen in Fig. 24(b) , leading to a reduction of the electric field density around them. Fig. 24(c) shows the simulated Paschen Curves for the first resonator when the corners are sharped and rounded. As deduced from this figure, rounding the corners can considerably increase PPHC in this filter topology. In Fig. 23 the Paschen Curve of resonator #1 corresponds to the rounded corner case. Obviously, for both cases the filter response remains constant.
C. APHC and PPHC Measurements
In order to validate the calculated and simulated results, high power measurements have been performed at the European High-Power RF Space Laboratory (Valencia, Spain). Fig. 25 shows a schematic diagram of the employed test-bed. Several methods have been used for the corona discharge detection: third harmonic detection, nulling of the forward/reverse power at the operation frequency, electron probe and by visual inspection by recording the circuit with a video camera. The applied signal to the filter has been a pulsed signal with a carrier frequency of 5.75 GHz (frequency where the voltage magnification and losses are maximum in the measured filter), a pulse width of 20 s and a duty cycle of 1%. These pulsed signal characteristics avoid any self-heating effect in the device, whereas the pulse width is wide enough to assume that the pulse breakdown threshold converges to the CW one. The PPHC has been evaluated for different pressures in order to obtain the Paschen Curves of the device.
In Fig. 23 the measured data can be also observed. For all scenarios corona breakdown has firstly appeared in resonator #2, as expected. There is a reasonable good agreement (especially at lower pressures) with the simulated results what validates the theoretical prediction and the study done. The maximum difference between the measured and simulated breakdown field levels has been of 45%, which has been found for a pressure of 600 mbar. Fig. 26 shows the capture from the video camera at the moment of a corona discharge has occurred. As seen, the spark is uniformly originated along the annular slot.
With respect to the APHC measurement, a CW signal at the same frequency has been applied to the circuit at ambient pressure ( mbar) and temperature. The temperature has been measured by means of thermocouples attached to the resonators in regions where their impact is low. The circuit was suspended so that natural convection can be assumed on all faces. The thermal steady-state was reached after around 5 minutes the signal is switched on. The measured temperatures for the different CW applied signal power samples have been close to the analytically calculated and simulated values, with differences lower than 20%. Up to 5 W there were no evidences of any rupture point in the circuit, however W should be avoided since temperatures higher than 150 C were measured. Furthermore, for W a frequency shift started being noticed in the measured response as well as a considerable increase of losses. After switching on/off the applied signal, the circuit could recover its original electromagnetic performance, although probably with a slight permanent material deformation. The CW applied power was increased up to obtain the complete failure of the device. The circuit was finally destroyed by a continuous corona discharge which occurred for W. This value is lower than the one measured at ambient pressure for the pulsed signal case and shown in Fig. 23 . This can be due to the following reasons: the air temperature was much higher because of self-heating, which reduces the corona breakdown threshold for high pressure regime and, because corona breakdown thresholds are normally lower for the CW case than for the pulsed signal case, unless a very wide pulsed signal width is used.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper the design of SIW combline resonator filters with advanced performances has been investigated. For this aim, different coupling configurations involving magnetic and electric coupling mechanisms have been proposed and studied in detail. It has been demonstrated that the proposed electric coupling configuration provides a high flexibility in filter design, which allows us to design very compact filters by keeping a reasonable level of losses, as well as to increase the maximum achievable passband bandwidth in SIW coaxial technology. Additionally, it has been proposed such a filter where the magnetic and electric coupling schemes has been arranged in order to design a very compact quasi-elliptic narrowband bandpass filter, presenting a very selective response with a wide rejection band. The power handling capability (both average and peak) has been also studied for such filtering structures from a multiphysics point of view. As it has been shown, these filters can afford moderate levels of power in spite of their small circuit area and narrow band. All concepts have been validated by the simulation and measurement of some fabricated proof-of-concept filtering devices. High power measurements have been also carried on, which have verified the proposed multiphysics study. 
